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A recent study by Bojowald and Paily [1] provided a path toward the identification of an effective
quantum-spacetime picture of Loop Quantum Gravity, applicable in the “Minkowski regime”, the
regime where the large-scale (coarse-grained) spacetime metric is flat. A pivotal role in the analysis
is played by Loop-Quantum-Gravity-based modifications to the hypersurface deformation algebra,
which leave a trace in the Minkowski regime. We here show that the symmetry-algebra results
reported by Bojowald and Paily are consistent with a description of spacetime in the Minkowski
regime given in terms of the κ-Minkowski noncommutative spacetime, whose relevance for the study
of the quantum-gravity problem had already been proposed for independent reasons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade the quantum-gravity literature
has been increasingly polarizing into a top-down ap-
proach and a bottom-up approach. The top-down ap-
proach attempts to provide models that could potentially
solve at once all aspects of the quantum-gravity problem,
but typically involves formalisms of very high complex-
ity, rather unmanageable for obtaining physical intuition
about observable (and potentially testable) features. The
bottom-up approach relies on relatively simpler models,
suitable for describing only a small subset of the depar-
tures from standard physics that the quantum-gravity
realm is expected to host, but has the advantage of pro-
ducing better opportunities for experimental testing [2].
A good synergy between the two approaches would be de-
sirable: from the top we could obtain guidance on which
are the most significant structures to be taken into ac-
count in more humble formalizations, and from the bot-
tom we could develop insight on how to handle those
structures, hopefully also in terms of experimental tests.
Unfortunately very little has been accomplished so far in
the spirit of such a synergy, but we here offer a contribu-
tion toward establishing a link between Loop Quantum
Gravity (LQG) [3–5], one of the most studied approaches
aiming for a full solution of the quantum-gravity prob-
lem, and approaches focusing on the assumption of non-
commutativity of coordinates in the Minkowski regime of
quantum gravity [6–9].
Both the LQG approach and the spacetime-
noncommutativity approach involve the possibility that
the geometry of spacetime might be quantized in the
quantum-gravity realm. In LQG one in principle obtains
a very powerful picture of this quantum geometry, appli-
cable to all regimes of quantum gravity, but the complex-
ity of the formalism is such that de facto there is no phys-
ical regime of quantum gravity for which we are presently
able to use LQG for an intuitive (intelligible) characteri-
zation of the novel physical properties that would result
from the quantum-geometric properties. Spacetime non-
commutativity takes the more humble approach of postu-
lating one or another form of noncommutativity of space-
time coordinates, hoping that it might be applicable in
the Minkowski regime, but has the advantage of leading
to several rather intuitive findings about the physical im-
plications of these assumptions, some of which attracted
even some interest in phenomenology [2, 10–13]. A link
between LQG and spacetime noncommutativity is solidly
established for dimensionally-reduced 3D quantum grav-
ity [14–17], but it remains so far unclear whether a gen-
eralization of those results is applicable to the 4D case of
real physical interest.
We here take what might be a significant step toward
establishing a link between (4D) LQG and spacetime
noncommutativity. The starting point for our analysis is
provided by a recent publication by Bojowald and Paily
[1], which contemplated some LQG-based modifications
to the hypersurface deformation algebra. Interestingly,
Bojowald and Paily found that these modifications of
the hypersurface deformation algebra leave a trace in the
Minkowski regime, characterized by a suitable modifica-
tion of the Poincare´ algebra, and correctly concluded that
a quantum-spacetime dual to that deformed Poincare´ al-
gebra should then give the quantum-geometry descrip-
tion of LQG in the Minkowski regime. Indeed deformed
Poincare´ algebras are characteristic of the structure of
DSR-relativistic theories, first introduced in Ref. [18]
(also see the follow-up studies in Refs. [8, 19–21]), and
for such theories one expects in general that the duality
between Minkowski spacetime and the classical Poincare´
algebra be preserved in the form of a duality between
a suitably deformed Poincare´ algebra and a “quantum
Minkowski spacetime”. Bojowald and Paily also contem-
plated the possibility that this quantum-spacetime pic-
ture be given in terms of the much-studied “κ-Minkowski
noncommutative spacetime” [22, 23], but explored this
possibility only preliminarily by relying on a specific
ansatz for the representations of the action of the rel-
evant deformed Poincare´ algebra on κ-Minkowski coor-
dinates. This preliminary exploration gave negative re-
sults (incompatibility between the ansatz for the repre-
sentations and some properties of κ-Minkowski coordi-
nates), leading Bojowald and Paily to tentatively con-
clude that κ-Minkowski might not provide the needed
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2quantum-spacetime picture.
We here expose some limitations of the ansatz adopted
by Bojowald and Paily. By considering a more gen-
eral class of possible representations of the action of
the relevant deformed Poincare´ algebra on κ-Minkowski
coordinates we establish the compatibility between κ-
Minkowski and the findings reported by Bojowald and
Paily for the LQG-deformed hypersurface deformation al-
gebra. Our analysis also leads to the identification of the
“coproduct structure” which is to be expected in regimes
characterized by κ-Minkowski noncommutativity, rele-
vant for the description of the action of relativistic-
symmetry transformations on products of fields. Find-
ing evidence of this coproduct structure on the LQG side
would provide final proof of the correspondence between
LQG and κ-Minkowski.
II. DEFORMED
HYPERSURFACE-DEFORMATION ALGEBRA
The Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity al-
lows to encode the general covariance of the theory in the
algebra closed by the scalar (H[N ]) and vector (D[N i])
constraints, the so-called Hypersurface-Deformation Al-
gebra (HDA) [24–26]:
{D[Mk], D[N j ]} = D[L ~MNk],
{D[Nk], H[M ]} = H[L ~NM ],
{H[N ], H[M ]} = D[hjk(N∂jM −M∂jN)],
(1)
where H[N ] and D[N i] depend respectively on the lapse
N and shift N i functions [25].
It is natural to ask if the HDA should be deformed
in quantum gravity due to the presence of quantum-
geometry corrections, such as those arising in LQG [27–
30]. Indeed, recently there has been a growing effort in
studying quantum deformations of Eqs. (1), especially in
the context of models motivated by LQG [29–32]. For
our purposes here, it is of particular interest the analysis
reported in Ref. [1], which shows that a particular case
of deformed HDA reduces to a Planck-scale-deformed
Poincare´ algebra if one takes the flat-spacetime limit.
Most notably the relevant deformations of the Poincare´
algebra are qualitatively of the type known to arise in
the description of the relativistic symmetries of noncom-
mutative spacetimes.
From a wider perspective this shows a possible
path from ambitious quantum-gravity theories to cer-
tain phenomenological opportunities available [2] in the
“Minkowski regime”: within the full quantum-gravity
theory one should be in position to study the deforma-
tions of the HDA; then by taking the Minkowski-regime
limit of such a deformed HDA one should find the cor-
responding deformation of the Poincare´ algebra applica-
ble to the Minkowski limit of the model, and finally one
could obtain an effective quantum-Minkowski-spacetime
picture, by duality with the relevant deformed Poincare´
algebra. The analysis reported by Bojowald and Paily [1]
provides an opportunity for a first application of this
strategy of analysis, relevant for the LQG approach. The
first two steps have already been accomplished in Ref. [1],
by motivating a specific deformation of the HDA and by
finding the associated deformation of the Poincare´ al-
gebra applicable to the Minkowski limit. For the third
step, the one providing an effective quantum-Minkowski-
spacetime picture, the analysis reported in Ref. [1] was
inconclusive for reasons already discussed in the previous
section. Since our objective here is to take this impor-
tant third step, we find appropriate to summarize briefly
in this section some key aspects of the LQG-deformed
HDA, from the perspective adopted in Ref. [1].
As mentioned, it is expected that Eqs. (1) should
receive quantum-gravity corrections [27, 31, 33, 34],
and in particular this is expected for the LQG sce-
nario [27, 29, 32, 35]. A fully deductive derivation of
the deformed HDA within LQG is at present beyond our
technical abilities, so different authors have relied on dif-
ferent approximation schemes, but all results agree on the
following form for the deformed HDA [29, 31, 32, 36]:
{D[Ma], D[Na]} = D[L ~MNa],
{D[Na], HQ[M ]} = HQ[L ~NM ],
{HQ[M ], HQ[N ]} = D[βhab(M∂bN −N∂bM)],
(2)
where HQ[N ] denotes a deformed (“quantum”) scalar
constraint and β depends on the specific corrections that
are taken into account. A key challenge is to find an ap-
propriate representation of constraints as operators on
a Hilbert space, and so far no proposal has fully ac-
complished this task. However, several techniques have
been developed and some promising candidates for the
quantum Hamiltonian operator (HQ[N ]) have been pro-
posed [5, 28, 35, 37, 38]. In particular, in spherically-
symmetric models [29, 30], which are here of interest,
some of the quantum corrections, namely the local (i.e.
point-like) holonomy corrections [29, 30, 37], have been
successfully implemented, and the corresponding quan-
tized version of the scalar constraint can still close an
algebra provided that it is properly deformed as in Eqs.
(2).
For spherically-symmetric analyses it is useful to write
the 3-metric hij in suitably adapted fashion, and for this
purpose it is useful to describe the densitized triads [5, 39]
as follows:
E = Eai τ
i ∂
∂xa
= Er(r)τ3 sin θ
∂
∂r
+
+Eϕ(r)τ1 sin θ
∂
∂θ
+ Eϕ(r)τ2
∂
∂ϕ
,
(3)
where τj = − 12 iσj represent SU (2) generators. The den-
sitized triads are canonically conjugate to the extrinsic
curvature components, which, in presence of spherical
symmetry, are conveniently described as follows [29, 30]:
K = Kiaτidx
a = Kr(r)τ3dr +Kϕ(r)τ1dθ+
+Kϕ(r)τ2 sin θdϕ.
(4)
3It has been shown [29, 30, 37] that the deformation func-
tion β depends on the angular component of the extrinsic
curvature Kϕ as follows:
β = cos(2δKϕ) ,
where δ is a parameter which can be related to the square
root of the minimum eigenvalue of the area operator [35,
37]. Since we would like to obtain, in the appropriate
limit, a deformed Poincare´ algebra, it is convenient to
write β in terms of symmetry generators, and for this
purposes it is valuable to observe that observables of the
Brown York momentum [40],
P = 2
∫
∂Σ
d2zυb(napi
ab − napiab) , (5)
can be identified by extrinsic curvature components pro-
vided a suitable choice for δ ∝ |Er|− 12 . In Eq.(5), we have
that υa = ∂/∂x
a, na is the conormal of the boundary of
the spatial region Σ, and piab plays the role of the gravi-
tational momentum. From this, it is possible to establish
that the radial Brown-York momentum Pr is related to
the extrinsic curvature component Kϕ in the following
way [1]:
Pr = − Kϕ√|Er| . (6)
In order to obtain the Poincare´ algebra from the HDA
one should consider flat spatial slices of spacetime, i.e. a
Euclidean three metric hij = δij , and also take a combi-
nation [41] of the Killing vectors of Minkowski spacetime
as lapse and shift functions:
N = ∆t+ vkx
k
N i = ∆xi + φjijkxk
(7)
It is generally expected (see Ref. [1, 42] and refer-
ences therein) that this very direct connection between
Poincare´ algebra and HDA should still be present when
quantum-gravity effects are taken into account, and
therefore if the HDA is affected by quantum-gravity mod-
ifications, then also the Poincare´ algebra should be cor-
respondingly modified. We then turn to the deformed
HDA of Eq.(2), and notice that, in presence of spherical
symmetry, and taking into account Eq.(6), the deforma-
tion function β is a function of the generator of spatial
translations, i.e. β = cos(λPr), where λ is a parameter
of the order of the Planck length. The net result is that,
as a result of Eq. (2), the relevant Poincare´ algebra is
characterized by a deformed commutator between boost
generator and generator of time translations:
[Br, P0] = iPr cos(λPr) . (8)
Since only the Poisson bracket involving two scalar con-
straints is quantum corrected (see Eqs. (2)), the other
commutators are undeformed, i.e. [Br, Pr] = iP0 and
[P0, Pr] = 0.
III. COMPATIBILITY WITH κ-MINKOWSKI
Our next task is to show that the operators Br, Pr and
P0 generate the deformed-Poincare´-symmetry transfor-
mations which are symmetries of the κ-Minkowski non-
commutative spacetime. What is here relevant is the
spherically-symmetric version of the κ-Minkowski non-
commutativity of spacetime coordinates [22, 23]:
[X0, Xr] = iλXr. (9)
As mentioned above, already Bojowald and Paily had
contemplated the possibility [1] that Br, Pr and P0 might
generate the deformed-Poincare´-symmetry transforma-
tions which are symmetries of the κ-Minkowski noncom-
mutative spacetime. They however somehow assumed
the following representations:
Br = xrp0 − cos(λpr)x0pr
Pr = pr
P0 = p0 ,
(10)
in terms of standard operators such that [xr, pr] = i,
[x0, p0] = −i, [xr, p0] = 0, [x0, pr] = 0, [x0, xr] = 0,
[p0, pr] = 0, and they correctly found (also relying on re-
sults which had been previously reported in Ref.[43]) that
this representation is incompatible with the structure of
κ-Minkowski spacetime.
We here notice that the representation (10) adopted
by Bojowald and Paily is only one of many possibilities
that can be tried. Experience working with spacetime
noncommutativity teaches that it is actually rather hard
to guess correctly such representations. A constructive
approach is usually appropriate, and we therefore seek a
suitable representation of Br, Pr and P0 within a rather
general ansatz:
Br = F (p0, pr)Xrp0 −G(p0, pr)X0pr ,
Pr = Z(pr) ,
P0 = p0 ,
(11)
where F (p0, pr), G(p0, pr) and Z(pr) are functions of
the translation generators to be determined by enforc-
ing compatibility with the deformed algebra (8). Our
ansatz involves the κ-Minkowski noncommutative coor-
dinates Xr, X0, but this is only for convenience: it is well
known (see, e.g., Ref.[43]) that one can represent the co-
ordinates Xr, X0 in terms of the xr, x0, pr), p0 used by
Bojowald and Paily (with Xr = xr and X0 = x0−λxrpr),
so the class of representations covered by our ansatz is
qualitatively of the same type as the one of the repre-
sentation considered by Bojowald and Paily. The real
difference resides in the structure of the representations
and the fact that we will seek a suitable representation by
determining the functions F (p0, pr), G(p0, pr) and Z(pr),
rather than try to guess.
Explicitly our objective is to find choices of F (p0, pr),
G(p0, pr) and Z(pr) such that (8) is satisfied, with
4[Br, Pr] = iP0 and [P0, Pr] = 0. We came to notice that
this is assured if Z(pr) is a solution of the equation
λZ(pr) sin(λZ(pr)) + cos(λZ(pr)) =
λ2pr
2
2
+ 1. (12)
and then F (p0, pr) and G(p0, pr) are given in terms of
such a solution for Z(pr) through the following equations:
G(pr) =
Z(pr) cos(λZ(pr))
pr
,
F (p0, pr) = G(pr)e
λp0 =
Z(pr) cos(λZ(pr))e
λp0
pr
,
(13)
So we have reduced the problem of finding representa-
tions on κ-Minkowski of the Bojowald-Paily deformed
Poincare´ algebra to the problem of finding solutions
to equation (12). Of course we must also enforce
that such solutions Z(pr) satisfy the limiting condition
limλ→0
Z(pr)
pr
= 1, since the undeformed representation
of Poincare´ generators must be recovered when the non-
commutativity is turned off.
We were unable to find an explicit all-order expression
for such a solution Z(pr), but we find that its perturba-
tive derivation (as a series of powers of λ) is always pos-
sible and straightforward up to the desired perturbative
order. In particular, to quartic order in the parameter λ
the needed solution Z(pr) takes the form:
Z(pr) = pr +
1
8
λ2pr
3 +
55
1152
λ4pr
5. (14)
Notice that on the basis of remarks given above evidently
pr acts on κ-Minkowski noncommutative coordinates as
follows:
[pr, X0] = iλpr, [pr, Xr] = −i (15)
while for what concerns p0 one has
[p0, X0] = i, [p0, Xr] = 0 (16)
Equipped with this final specification one can easily check
explicitly that (as ensured automatically by our construc-
tive procedure) the representation here obtained up to
quartic order in λ for the generators Br, Pr and P0 sat-
isfies all the Jacobi identities involving these generators
and κ-Minkowski coordinates. For example one has that:
[[Br, Xr], X0] + [[X0, Br], Xr] + [[Xr, X0], Br] =
−i[ (Z
′ cos(λZ)− λZZ ′ sin(λZ))pr − Z cos(λZ)
p2r
xrp0, X0] +
+i[
(Z ′ cos(λZ)− λZZ ′ sin(λZ))pr − Z cos(λZ)
p2r
x0pr, X0] +
−[iZ cos(λZ)
pr
xr − λ[Br, Xr]pr − iλZ cos(λZ)
pr
xrp0, Xr] +
+[i
Z cos(λZ)
pr
x0, X0] + iλ[Br, Xr] = 0
where Z ′ = dZ(pr)dpr .
IV. COPRODUCTS AND CHOICE OF “BASIS”
The results we reported in the previous section
provide strong encouragement for the possibility that
the quantum-Minkowski spacetime emerging from the
Bojowald-Paily analysis is the κ-Minkowski noncommu-
tative spacetime. Our next objective is to discuss some
implications of these findings.
The first point we make is that in order to have a de-
scription of the symmetries of a noncommutative space-
time one should specify not only the commutator of sym-
metry generators but also their coproducts [22, 23]. From
the representations of Br, Pr and P0 we derived in the
previous section one easily finds (with standard steps of
derivation which have been discussed in several publica-
tions such as Refs.[22, 23, 44]) that these coproducts are
given by:
∆Br = Br ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Br − λP0 ⊗Br + 1
8
λ2Pr
2 ⊗Br
+
1
2
λ2P0
2 ⊗Br − 3
8
λ2Br ⊗ Pr2 − 3
4
λ2PrBr ⊗ Pr
−3
4
λ2Pr ⊗ PrBr − 5
8
λ3P0Pr
2 ⊗Br + 3
4
λ3P0Pr ⊗ PrBr
−3
4
λ3Pr
2Br ⊗ P0 − 3
4
λ3Pr
2 ⊗ P0Br − 3
4
λ3PrBr ⊗ P0Pr
−3
4
λ3Pr ⊗ P0PrBr + 67
1152
λ4P 4r ⊗Br +
15
64
λ4Pr
2 ⊗ Pr2Br
−1
8
λ4P0
4 ⊗Br + 9
16
λ4P0
2Pr
2 ⊗Br + 15
64
λ4Pr
2Br ⊗ Pr2
−167
288
λ4Pr
3Br ⊗ Pr − 59
288
λ4Pr ⊗ Pr3Br
− 97
144
λ4Pr
3 ⊗ PrBr − 3
8
λ4P0
2Pr ⊗ PrBr
+
3
4
λ4P0Pr
2 ⊗ P0Br + 3
4
λ4P0Pr ⊗ P0PrBr
+
11
144
λ4PrBr ⊗ Pr3 − 3
4
λ4Pr
2Br ⊗ P02
−3
4
λ4Pr
2 ⊗ P02Br − 5
1152
λ4Br ⊗ Pr4
−3
8
λ4PrBr ⊗ P02Pr − 3
8
λ4Pr ⊗ P02PrBr
∆Pr = Pr ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Pr + λPr ⊗ P0 + 1
2
λ2Pr ⊗ P02
−1
8
λ2Pr ⊗ Pr2 + 3
8
λ2Pr
2 ⊗ Pr + 1
4
λ3Pr
3 ⊗ P0
+
3
8
λ3Pr ⊗ P0Pr2 + 3
4
λ3Pr
2 ⊗ P0Pr + 1
2
λ4Pr
3 ⊗ P02
− 49
1152
λ4Pr ⊗ Pr4 + 11
36
λ4Pr
3 ⊗ Pr2 − 1
8
λ4Pr ⊗ P04
+
7
16
λ4Pr ⊗ P02Pr2 + 1
18
λ4Pr
2 ⊗ Pr3
+
167
1152
λ4Pr
4 ⊗ Pr + 3
4
λ4Pr
2 ⊗ P02Pr
5∆P0 = P0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ P0 + λPr ⊗ Pr + 1
2
λ2P0 ⊗ P02
+
1
2
λ2P0
2 ⊗ P0 − 1
2
λ2P0 ⊗ Pr2 − λ2P0Pr ⊗ Pr
+
1
2
λ2Pr
2 ⊗ P0 − 1
8
λ3Pr ⊗ Pr3 + 3
8
λ3Pr
3 ⊗ Pr
+
1
2
λ3P0
2Pr ⊗ Pr − λ3P0Pr2 ⊗ P0 + 1
4
λ4Pr
4 ⊗ P0
−1
8
λ4P0 ⊗ P04 − 1
8
λ4P0
4 ⊗ P0 + 1
8
λ4P0Pr ⊗ Pr3
+
1
4
λ4P0 ⊗ P02Pr2 + 3
4
λ4P0
2Pr
2 ⊗ P0 − 7
8
λ4P0Pr
3 ⊗ Pr
where again we are working to quartic order in λ. Re-
assuringly the coproducts “close”, i.e. they can be ex-
pressed in terms of the generators Br, Pr and P0, which
is considered as a key consistency criterion [22, 23, 44]
for the description of the symmetries of a noncommu-
tative spacetime. We shall offer some comments here
below on the awkwardly lengthy expressions these co-
products have. Before we get to that we add one more
observation concerning the fact that the results we are re-
porting must fall within the structure of the κ-Poincare´
Hopf algebra. Indeed, it has been independently estab-
lished [6, 22, 23, 44] that the κ-Poincare´ Hopf algebra
describes the symmetries of the κ-Minkowski noncom-
mutative spacetime. The κ-Poincare´ Hopf algebra can
present itself, as far as explicit formulas are concerned, in
some rather different ways, depending on the conventions
adopted. This is because for a Hopf algebra not only lin-
ear but also non-linear redefinitions of the generators pro-
vide admissible “bases”. This is why it is often not easy
to recognize, as in the case here of interest, that a given
set of commutation relations is actually a basis of the
κ-Poincare´ Hopf algebra. However, having established
above that the Bojowald-Paily operators Br, Pr and P0
describe the relativistic symmetries of the κ-Minskowski
spacetime, we must now infer that Br, Pr and P0 must
give a basis of κ-Poincare´. The most direct way for show-
ing that a given set of commutation rules is a basis for
κ-Poincare´ is to show that there is nonlinear redefinition
of the generators which maps them into a known basis of
κ-Poincare´. In order to accomplish this task we took as
reference the most used basis of κ-Poincare´, the so-called
bicrossproduct basis, characterized by the following com-
mutation relations [22, 23]:
[P0,Pr] = 0 , [Br,P0] = iPr ,
[Br,Pr] = i1− e
−2λP0
2λ
− iλ
2
P2r ,
(17)
where we introduced the notation P0, Pr, Br for the gen-
erators of the bicrossproduct basis.
We have obtained the relationship between
the Bojowald-Paily operators Br, Pr and P0 and
bicrossproduct-basis generators P0, Pr, Br in terms
of the function Z(pr) which, as shown in the previous
section, must solve Eq.(12) in order for us to have
a consistent representation of Br, Pr and P0 on the
κ-Minskowski spacetime. This relationship takes the
form:
Br =
Z(PreλP0) cos(λZ(PreλP0))
PreλP0 Br,
Pr = Z(PreλP0),
P0 =
sinh(λP0)
λ
+
λ
2
P2r eλP0 ,
(18)
which (since we have an explicit result for Z(pr) to quar-
tic order in λ) we we can render explicit to quartic order
in λ:
Br = (1 + λ
2P20 −
3
8
λ2P2r −
3
4
λ3P0P2r+
−5
4
λ4P2rP20 −
113
1152
λ4P4r )Br
(19)
Pr = Pr + λPrP0 + λ
2
2
PrP20 +
λ2
8
P3r +
3
8
λ3P0P3r+
+
λ3
6
PrP30 +
9
16
λ4P20P3r +
λ4
24
PrP40 +
55
1152
λ4P5r
(20)
P0 = P0 + λ
2
P2r +
λ2
6
P30 +
λ2
2
P0P2r+
+
λ3
4
P20P2r +
λ4
120
P50 +
λ4
12
P30P2r
(21)
The last point we want to make in this section is con-
nected with this issue of the choice of basis for κ-Poincare´,
and it will take us back to the awkwardly lengthy formu-
las we encountered in the description of coproducts. Dif-
ferent bases of κ-Poincare´ provide an equally acceptable
mathematical characterization of the symmetries; how-
ever, it is known that some bases provide a more intuitive
description of the associated physical properties. The
main issue here concerns the relationship between the
properties of the translation generators and the proper-
ties of the energy-momentum charges: this relationship is
rather intuitive in some bases but potentially misleading
in some other basis. Here relevant is the fact that non-
linear redefinitions of generators give rise to equivalent
mathematical pictures, while non-linear redefinitions of
the energy-momentum charges are physically significant.
In the context of the analysis we are here reporting these
concerns take shape by looking at the form of the de-
formed mass Casimir obtained for the P0, Pr, Br basis
of κ-Poincare´. From Eq. (8), with [Br, Pr] = iP0 and
[P0, Pr] = 0, it follows that this deformed mass Casimir
takes the form:
P 20 =
2
λ2
(λPr sin(λPr) + cos(λPr)− 1) . (22)
Usually one is able to obtain from the form of the
mass Casimir the form of the on-shell relation by sim-
ply replacing the translation generators with the energy-
momentum charges, but in this case we conjecture that
6this might be inappropriate. This conjecture comes from
observing that interpreting (22) as an on-shell relation for
the energy-momentum charges one is led to the puzzling
picture shown in Figure 1, with the energy which is not
a monotonic function of spatial momentum (and at large
spatial momentum one has that the energy decreases as
spatial momentum increases). We would argue that the
implications of Figure 1 are just as awkward as the length
formulas needed to describe results. We conjecture that
eventually in the study of this scenario a different basis
will be motivated, leading to a monotonic on-shellness
relation and simpler formulas for coproducts. It would
of course be particularly significant if the LQG side of
this scenario provided some input on the correct choice
of basis.
FIG. 1. Behavior (for 0 ≤ λPr < 2.35) of an on-shell relation
inspired by the mass Casimir of Eq. (22).
V. OUTLOOK
We believe the analysis here reported might be a sig-
nificant step toward the description of the Minkowski
limit of LQG. From a broader perspective we are see-
ing the type of back-and-forth steps that in general will
be required in order to establish a connection between
top-down approaches and bottom-up ones. The anal-
ysis reported in Ref.[1], taking LQG as starting point,
produced some commutation relations for the Minkowski
limit which we could here analyze from the viewpoint of
κ-Minkowski noncommutativity. In turn, our analysis led
us to establish a specific form for the coproducts, which,
as stressed above, for consistency should be found to play
a role in the action of relativistic-symmetry transforma-
tions on the product of states within the LQG formalism.
We hope the challenge of seeking such a role for our co-
product is taken by LQG experts, as it might lead to
striking developments.
Similarly, through the connection with the κ-
Minkowski spacetime it was natural for us to conjec-
ture that the translation generators adopted in Ref.[1]
might not be the most natural choice, at least not in the
sense that their properties reflect those of the energy-
momentum charges. This was suggested by the awk-
wardness of the implied on-shell relation and by the cum-
bersome form that the coproducts take when written in
terms of those translation generators.
Even looking beyond the contexts of LQG research and
κ-Minkowski research, we have strong expectations for
the usefulness of the strategy of analysis introduced in
Ref.[1], and here further developed. This strategy essen-
tially sees the (modifications of the) hypersurface defor-
mation algebra as the point of connection between the
top-down and bottom-up approaches. For a top-down
approach obtaining results for the modifications of the
hypersurface deformation algebra should be viewed as a
very natural goal, and then, as shown here and in Ref.[1],
the path from the hypersurface deformation algebra to a
quantum-spacetime description of the Minkowski limit
should be manageable. It would be particularly interest-
ing to see this strategy implemented in other top-down
approaches besides LQG.
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